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Dashboard selectie committee member
Below the dashboard (homepage) of the Recruitment System is presented. After logging in with your netID and password you will be redirected to this 
page. In this Quick Reference Card you will find information about the dashboard and how to perform the CV selection as selection committee member. 
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User’s menu

With this 
button you can 
always access 
this dashboard

Open tasks

Information 
about candidates 
from all vacancies 
you play a role in 

Access to user’s menu

New messages, warnings and notifications 
that are sent from the system

Via this icon and the green rectangle with ‘my jobs’ you 
can access the vacancies in which you have a role

Guided tour
through the 
functionalities of 
this page

Click to open this task
(see page 3)

Adjust the frequency of notifications



Overview of one candidate in a selection step
Below you see the overview of the CV selection by a selection committee member. Here you can see the candidates belonging to the vacancy, the 
information and documents they have submitted, the input of other selection committee members (as soon as they have provided this input) and the 
possibility to enter an assessment and give advice on the follow-up of the candidate's application. Ultimately, the owner of the step (often the vacancy 
holder) will indicate in the system whether the candidate continues, is rejected or is put 'on hold'.

Open task for candidate 
review on dashboard, page 1

All documents of one candidate.
You can open the documents by clicking on them

Comments made by other selection committee members Window for candidate review
(see next page)

You access the overview of one candidate by clicking on an open 
task on the dashboard (see below or page 1)

In this blue window, a description of the task can be 
found and a reminder that the documents that you 
download or print can be stored for a maximum of 
4 weeks due to the privacy legislationHere you find the candidates you have to review

By using the arrows you can switch between the different candidates
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Review the candidate through rating stars and make a 
comment about the candidate.

You can find the use and meaning of the stars on 
the Intranet.  

Click on ‘continue with feedback form’

Review of one candidate

Review the candidate (reject, on hold or proceed) and click ‘save.’ Once you click ‘save’, you cannot adapt your review. If you 
choose ‘close’, your stars will be saved, but you can still adapt them later on.

Your review will be used as an advice: the vacancy holder determines and executes the final step of proceeding or 
rejecting the candidate. 
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By clicking on the vacancy icon, you access the vacancy overview Here you can filter the vancancies you play a role in

By clicking on a vacancy you arrive 
at the vacancy description (job content). 

From there you can access the 
overview of candidates. 

This is the tab of the page you are currently viewing below. 
Here you will find an overview of all candidates who have applied for the vacancyName and number of the selected vacancy

Under this tab you will 
find the administrative 
details of the vacancy 
and the job description

You will find the details and documents of a 
specific candidate by clicking on a candidate

Last step undertaken per candidateHere you can see which candidates have 
been accepted, rejected or are in porcess
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Overview of vancancies and candidates
On the left hand side you see the overview of all 
vacancies that you have access to. Clicking on a 
vacancy will take you to the job content. There 
you will find, among other things, the administra-
tive data and the job description. Clicking on the 
tab 'Selection/Hiring' will take you to the list of 
candidates who have applied for the selected 
vacancy.
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